Keeper’s Dissension: Unchained
Eons ago, when worlds were protected by Keepers, a great darkness known as the Dark Fester was discovered on the
outskirts of the universe. This entity had an endless hunger for consuming life, and began spreading at an alarming rate
throughout the worlds.
In response, the Keepers joined forces to battle this new evil, but to no avail; for the Dark Fester’s source of strength was
in the feeding on their own life energy, growing stronger as the Keepers grew weaker. In a last attempt to find success,
the Keepers removed their LifeForces, leaving them in the protection of powerful Guardians on their home planets. With
their LifeForces aside, the Keepers were able to regenerate their bodies in the event of destruction, and now - no longer
strengthening the Dark Fester - they were able to finally engage it head on. Triumphantly, they subdued the Dark Fester
and sent it back from where it came, immediately placing safeguards to prevent the Dark Fester from ever returning.
Their victory was bittersweet, however, for in the midst of this struggle, a split had arisen over leadership, resulting in a
great civil war of the Keepers known as the Keeper’s Dissension.

Game Overview
Players will battle it out in this great civil war, attempting to destroy each other’s LifeForces with their powerful Warriors
and any resources they have at their disposal. With one eye on the board, and the other on the Economy, Keeper’s
Dissension will demand all of your greatest strategies to defeat your enemy and emerge the victor!
The game is over when you reduce the Health Points (HP) of your opponent’s LifeForce to 0.
In the event of a tie, the first player to kill the enemy Keeper wins.

Game Components
70 Keeper Ability Cards
41 Snow-Themed Cards (7 Minions, 1 Keeper, 1 Guardian, 1 Life Force, 1 HealthTracker, 10 Walls, 20 Marker Cards)
41 Future-Themed Cards
20 White Strange Matter Tokens
10 Blue Strange Matter Tokens
6 Yellow Deliver Tokens
6 Black Stun Tokens
6 Green Spell/Turn Tracker Tokens
2 Red Health Tracker Tokens
4 Dice
2 Playmats
1 Rulebook
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Setting Up the Game
1. Players begin setup by choosing a playmat and its accompanying
themed deck of cards.
2. Players place their LifeForce and Guardian in the designated
locations. Each player places both a red and blue die on their
LifeForce card. Players set the red die to 15 for the LifeForce’s HP
and the blue die to 10 for the Guardian’s HP.
3. The least experienced player goes first. If both are even in
experience, the youngest will go first. The first player sets their
Keeper and any 5 Minion cards on their LifeForce row in any order.
Once the first player lays out their Minion cards, the second player
chooses and lays out their Minion cards.
4. The first player positions their Wall Deck, Marker Deck, Keeper’s
HealthTracker, remaining Minion cards, and tokens on one side of
the board. The second player will set up their respective decks,
cards, and tokens on the same side of the board.

5. On the opposite side of the board, place 10 white Strange Matter
tokens (worth 1 each) and 2 blue Strange Matter tokens (worth
5 each) for a total of 20 units of Strange Matter to become the
Economy. Set aside the remaining Strange Matter to act as the
Reserves for looting later in the game.
6. The second player places 7 of their Wall Cards along the Wall Row
of the board (the area where the playmats meet) in any order.
7. Shuffle the Keeper Ability Deck of 70 unique cards and deal 7
cards to each player. Draw 3 cards from the top of the Ability Deck
and lay them face up. These 3 cards are called the Shared Hand and
are available for purchase by both players throughout the game.
8. You are ready to begin the game.
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Playing a Turn

Climbing a Wall

Each player may complete up to 5 actions during their turn. Turns
alternate between players until the game is won.

The “Scale” Ability allows a Warrior to move onto or off of a Wall.
Moving onto a Wall does not require extra Speed.

Available actions may be used multiple times and in any order.
Players are not required to complete all 5 of their actions and may
choose to pass to indicate the end of their turn.

Warriors without “Scale” cannot move onto Walls.
Walls count as a single space.

Players may track their actions by placing and removing green tokens
from the numbered 1-5 tracker at the bottom of their playmat.

Types of Actions Available
1. Move
2. Attack
3. Use Abilities
4. Acquire Strange Matter from the Economy
5. Purchase Items Using Strange Matter

Climbing a Wall

1. Move

2. Attack

All Warriors - which includes Minions, Keepers, and Guardians - can
move 1 space forward, backward, or to the side per action taken
unless they possess Abilities which affect their Speed (spaces moved
per action.) Warriors may not move diagonally unless they have an
Ability that allows them to. Warriors may also switch places with an
adjacent ally Warrior using two actions to complete this manuever.
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Warriors can only pass through or move on to an unnocupied space.
If a Warrior is pushed by another Warrior or by an effect into a space
that they cannot occupy, they will receive 1 Damage.

Players may attack a Warrior, LifeForce, or Wall using Warrior attacks
or Ability attacks. Warriors that are attacked and survive are allowed
a response action, as described below. Warriors may deal Damage
to themselves, allies, Walls, and enemy Warriors, but only attacks
on enemies initiate response actions.

Attacks

Warrior Attacks
To attack with a Warrior, the target must be within the Warrior’s
Range (the number of spaces that a Warrior can attack).
Warriors can only attack in a direction that they can move. The
attack will be equal to the Damage that is listed on the face of the
Warrior’s card.

WALL

Standard Movement

STRAFE

Scout

VISION

ULTIMATE: FREEZE

Keeper

1

Movement with Strafe Ability

spd 1 rng 1 dmg 1 hp 5

minion

2

Standard Attack

Attack with Strafe Ability

spd 1 rng 1 dmg 1 hp 1

Switching Places
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Attacks from a Wall
Any Warrior on top of a Wall may attack other Warriors as normal;
however, Warriors not on a Wall will require 1 extra Range to attack
a Warrior who is on a Wall.

Example of a Minion Ability being used to Attack

Results of Attacks
Attacked Warrior Survives - Response
If a Warrior has been attacked and survives, they may take an
immediate Movement, Ability, or Attack action. If attacked multiple
times in a turn, they will respond after each Attack.

Example of Wall Attack
Attacks over a Wall
When using a Ranged attack, an attack can be made over a Wall;
however, if a Warrior is on top of the Wall, extra Range will be
required to attack over that Warrior.
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1

3
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Example of Ranged Attacks
Ability Attacks
Warrior Abilities and Keeper Ability Cards can be used for attacking,
but the attacks will vary based on the individual abilities.

Attacked Warrior or Wall is Destroyed
Warriors or Walls are destroyed when their Health Points are
reduced to 0. Destruction of different Warriors yields different
results. Regardless of the type of Warrior or Wall destroyed, the
attacker does not move into the space of the Warrior or Wall that
was destroyed.
Minions. When Minions are destroyed, they are placed face down
on top of the Minion Deck and can later return to the game by
recruiting using 10 Strange Matter. The player responsible for the
destruction of the Minion receives 2 Strange Matter from the
Reserves as Loot.
Guardians. When a Guardian is destroyed, it is placed in the bottom
of the Minions Deck, unable to be recruited. The player responsible
for the destruction of the Guardian receives 10 Strange Matter from
the Reserves.
Keepers. When a Keeper is destroyed, they are exhausted and
returned to an unoccupied Space in their LifeForce row (or if no
Space is available, any unnocupied Space on the Guardian row,
etc.) The Keeper will immediately regain their maxiumum HP and
their LifeForce immediately loses 5 HP. The player responsible for
the destruction of the Keeper receives 5 Strange Matter from the
Reserves as well as all stored Strange Matter from the other player.
LifeForces. When a player’s LifeForce is destroyed, they lose the
game. If both LifeForces are destroyed simultaneously, the first
player to kill the enemy Keeper wins.
Walls. Walls have a single Health Point (HP) and can be destroyed
by any Warrior that is in an adjacent Space. Ranged attacks do not
destroy walls. The destruction of a wall immediately triggers an
effect which is listed on the back of the Wall card.

Example of a Keeper Ability Card being used to Attack

Note: A wall can be destroyed when beneath another Warrior card,
causing that Warrior to fall down. That Warrior will not receive
Damage from the fall, but will receive an immediate response.
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3. Use Abilities
Abilities are special actions or changes to the normal traits of
Warriors. Some Abilities (Minion and Ultimate Abilities) are inherent,
while Keeper’s Ability Cards must be purchased for use in the game.

Minion Abilities

Minion Warrior cards have their own unique Abilities. Some require
an action to use (Active), while others are always occurring (Passive).
Minions start with these abilities and they cannot be removed. See
individual Minion cards for details.

Card Cooldown (CC) Keeper Abilities. Card Cooldown (CC) Keeper’s
Ability Cards may be used during any of your turns after the card
has been purchased for one action. Each CC Ability Card lists its
cooldown period in the upper right hand corner. This cooldown
period is the number of other Ability Cards that must be played
before this card is capable of being played again. Used CC cards are
stacked on top of each other in the Activation Field to show their
order of cooldown. To be cooled down, a CC Ability Card must have
the required number of other CC Ability Cards stacked on top of it
before it can be placed back into the player’s Ability Row.

Ultimate Abilities

Ultimate Abilities are abilities that are unique to each Keeper based
on their faction. See individual Keeper cards for details.

Keeper’s Ability Cards

The Keeper’s Ability Cards are the deck of 70 unique cards, some of
which are available for puchase throughout the game. Players can
purchase Keeper’s Ability Cards as described in the “Purchase Items
Using Strange Matter” section on Page 5.
Some Keeper Abilities require an action to use and have a cooldown
period (CC), while others are always occurring (Passive). Abilities
have different colors in the right hand corner of the card, illustrated
below.

Color Coding of Abilities
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Health Evasive
Special

Strange
Matter

Buff
Damage

Ability
Passive Keeper Abilities. The effects of a Passive Card come into
play immediately when purchased and placed in the Ability Row
(unless the description states otherwise or it is affected by another
card).

Example of a CC Ability Card
Upon cooldown, it is optional for CC Ability Cards to be placed back
into the player’s Ability Row. They may remain in the Activation
Field to count toward the cooldown for another card even if they
themsleves are available for use. It does not take an action to move
a card from the Activation Field to the Ability Row.
Note: Effects cannot be stacked, meaning there cannot be an
overlap of duplicate CC effects. If a card has been reactivated
before its previous effect has ended, it will not cause a duplicate
effect but instead will have no effect.
Card Cooldown (CC) Ability Card Example
When a player plays the Snipe card (previously shown), he places
it in the Activation Field. The Snipe card will be unavailable to use
again until another CC Ability Card has been used and placed on
top of it in the Activation Field. At that point, the player may place
the Snipe card back into the Ability Row or choose to leave it in the
Activation Field if it is stacked on another CC card, helping to cool
that card down.

Compromise
Both players’ LifeForces and
Warriors all gain 3 HP.
(HP cannot exceed max HP)

2cc
Modifies
target:

All Warriors

Snipe
hƉŽŶĂĐƟǀĂƟŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐĐĂƌĚ͕ǇŽƵƌ
<ĞĞƉĞƌĂƩĂĐŬƐǁŝƚŚϭĂŵĂŐĞĂŶĚ
ƵƉƚŽϯZĂŶŐĞ͘

Famine

1cc
Modifies
target:

3cc

Modifies
Neither player can take or All
use
Warriors
target:
^ƚƌĂŶŐĞDĂƩĞƌƵŶƟůƚŚĞĞŶĚ
ŽĨǇŽƵƌƐĞĐŽŶĚƚƵƌŶĂŌĞƌ
ĂĐƟǀĂƟŶŐƚŚŝƐĐĂƌĚ͘
Strange
Matter

Example of a Passive Ability Card

Example of Snipe being cooled down by Famine
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4. Acquire Strange Matter from the Economy
Players can acquire Strange Matter by using an action to take one
white Strange Matter Token from the Economy.

Purchase and Build Wall Cards - 5 Strange Matter

Walls can be purchased directly from the supply of Wall cards in
your Player Area.
Immediately place a purchased Wall card in any open space.

Once the Economy has been exhausted, players must wait until a
purchase has been made, replenishing the Economy and making
Strange Matter available to take once again.

= 5 Strange Matter
= 1 Strange Matter
Note: White tokens are worth 1, and Blue tokens are worth 5. Players may
exchange a blue for 5 whites, or vica versa at any time from the Economy
or the Reserves.

Recruit a Minion - 10 Strange Matter

Players can Recruit a Minion from their Minion Deck and place it on
any open space on their LifeForce row. If there is no available space
on the LifeForce row, players may place the Minion in the Guardian
row.

5. Purchase Items Using Strange Matter

Minions are not playable on the turn that they are purchased.

Players can use their Strange Matter for a variety of purchases.

Unchain a Guardian - 20 Strange Matter

Purchase Keeper’s Ability Cards - 5 Strange Matter

Keeper’s Ability Cards can be acquired by purchasing a card directly
from the Player’s hand or from the Shared Hand. When a card is
purchased from the Shared Hand, the Player must replace the card
they purchased with one of the seven cards from their hand. If they
no longer have any cards in their hand, they cannot purchase from
the Shared Hand.

When Chained, the Guardian can only move in a 1 space radius
around the LifeForce. However, if a player pays 20 Strange Matter,
they can Unchain their Guardian by flipping the Guardian Card to its
Unchained side, which allows the Guardian to move freely on the
board.

Immediately place the purchased card face up in your Ability Row. It
is now available for use.

Chained

Player’s Hand

Shared Hand on Board

Unchained
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Card Breakdown
Face

Type

Ability

Speed

Range Damage

Health
Points

Back
6

Type
Name

Lore

Race / Class
Ability
Description
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Warrior Explanation
Warriors

Scaler

Warriors include Minions, Keepers, and Guardians. Each Warrior
Card has attribrutes listed on the bottom right of the face side of the
card. Below is each attribute’s description.
Speed: Number of spaces a Warrior can move per movement action.
Health Points (HP): Amount of health a Warrior has before
destruction.
Range: Number of spaces a Warrior can attack another card.
Damage: The amount of hit points a Warrior inflicts when attacking.

Scale

Leapfrog

Sniper
Minions

2

2

1

The Minions’ attribrutes:

3

1

1 Speed
1 Range
1 Damage
1 HP

2
Range

Each Minion also has two unique Abilities which may affect their
attributes as illustrated below. See individual Minion cards for written
descriptions of these Abilities.

Stealth

Scout
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WALL

Examples of Each Minion’s Abilities
Blockader

Strafe

Vision

Ogre

-1
+1
Armor

Ram

Bomber

Ground Pound

Strength

Deliver

Stun

Mage

Minefield

Explode
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Keeper

Non-Playable Cards

The Keeper’s attributes:
These cards cannot attack, move, or be moved once placed and
have unique attributes and uses.

1 Speed
1 Range
1 Damage
5 HP

LifeForce

Abilities may affect these attributes during gameplay.
The Keeper has a unique Ability called an Ultimate Ability. Each
Ultimate Ability is different depending on the faction of the Keeper,
but all Ultimate Abilities can only be used once per game. See
individual cards for details.

The LifeForce’s attributes:
15 HP
The LifeForce can be attacked directly by any Warrior or applicable
Ability Cards.
The LifeForce cannot be moved at any time unless destroyed. When
a LifeForce is destroyed, that player loses the game. If both LifeForces
are destroyed simultaneously, remove the LifeForces from the board
and the first player whose Keeper is destroyed loses.

Guardian
The Guardian’s attributes:
1 Speed
1 Range
3 Damage
10 HP

Wall Card

While Chained, the Guardian may only move in a 1 space radius
around its LifeForce.

Wall Cards have 1 Health Point (HP) and can be attacked and
destroyed.
Wall Cards may not move or be moved after being placed. They
block enemy Warriors from entering that space (unless they have
the “Scale” Ability).

Marker Card
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Markers are used to represent hidden objects or Warriors. When
placed, the Markers may be uncovered by being moved upon,
attacked, or by enemy “Vision.”
Note: Marker cards are considered to be open spaces unless revealed
to be otherwise.

Stacked Markers

Multiple Markers can be stacked upon the same space.

Chained

1 Bomb + Blanks: When the stacked Markers are revealed and
one of them is a bomb with the others being blanks, the bomb will
simply be revealed, not explode.
1 Bomb + Bombs or Warriors: If one of the stacked Markers is a
bomb with the others being either a bomb or a Warrior, all bombs
will immediately explode.
2 Warriors: If two or more of the stacked Markers are revealed
to be Warriors, the top Warrior is immediately moved to the next
open adjacent space of their choice until there is only one Warrior
occupying the space. Warriors that are moved to an adjacent space
are immediately given an action as a response.

Unchained
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Other GameModes
(Not standard)
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Quick Game (Two players)
Players begin with 5 HP each for their LifeForce and Guardian.
Players choose only 3 Minion Cards.
Players begin with 10 Strange Matter each with none in the Economy.
There is no wall row.
All other standard rules apply.

Hard Core (Two players)
Both players will choose their seven Ability Cards from a separate
Ability Deck of 70 cards each. There is no Shared Hand.
All other standard rules apply.

The Wall Row is a combination of cards from both players of the
second team to begin play. It is their choice for order of walls. Wall
continues between all four mats.
For each turn, teams will get three actions to use per teammate,
with a total of six per team. Play order is Team 1 Player 1, Team 1
Player 2, Team 2 Player 1, Team 2 Player 2.
Both sides get their own Economy of 20 Strange Matter, and both
teams’ players store their resources separately. Allies may give
resources to each other at the cost of an action.
Pieces may cross over on to opposite sides of the game.
When a player’s LifeForce is killed, their team loses.
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AVAILABLE ACTIONS
1. Move
2. Attack
3. Use Abilities
4. Acquire Strange Matter from the Economy
5. Purchase Items Using Strange Matter
STRANGE MATTER
COSTS

LOOT REWARDS

5 = Purchase Ability
5 = Build Wall
10 = Recruit Minion
20 = Unchain Guardian

Card Minion = 2
Keeper = 5 + Stored
Guardian = 10

